University of Oregon

Paid undergraduate research experience in Earth science this summer

Come help with field work putting ground motion sensors in the Oregon Coast Ranges this summer. Work with the data to understand the Cascadia earthquake. Our goal is to map the underground structures of the region.

We invite Native American undergraduate students to apply for a 9 week paid undergraduate research experience. Work with instruments, with other students and scientists, with scientific data and computers. Learn science context, field protocols, safety, and presentation skills.

Schedule - contingent COVID modifications:
Training camp at OSU May 25-27
Sensor installs May 28 to June 6
Data analysis training June 7 to June 25
Sensor pickup June 26 to July 2
Data analysis July 5-23
*Spring term: option to help with field preparations

If interested send a statement of interest to or ask for more information from: Emilie Hooft; emilie@uoregon.edu; 541-346-1455

OR to volunteer for the fieldwork and training camp only, apply at: cascadia2020.uoregon.edu